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INTRODUCTION 
The paper [2] by van der Poel, Schaap and van der Mey claims to provide 
some new ways of representing numbers in a new form of the theory of com- 
binators and lambda calculus. In the present paper we describe the standard 
theory and the new theory of Part I of [2] and show that the latter, while it has 
some advantages, suffers from the following problems: 
(1) Reductions involving the combinators C, Wand Y cannot in general be per- 
formed in the usual way. The lack of the rule for the recursion combinator 
Y affects the authors’ development of arithmetic. 
(2) Neither the rules: (p) If P * Q then RP * RQ 
and (v) If P * Q then PR a QR, 
nor the versions with = for =$ hold generally. 
(3) Standard lambda calculus postulates cannot be derived. 
(4) If some of these postulates are assumed anyway, the system is trivial (all 
equations hold). 
Of these (1) and (4) can easily be avoided. The properties mentioned in (2) 
and (3) can be proved in restricted form, but is seems that these may not be 
adequate for the authors’ purposes. 
Most sections of Part II of [2] are independent of the above problems or can 
easily be made so. The N system described in Part II provides an- interesting 
means of rewriting a number, expressed as a combinator, in its binary form (i.e. 
as a sequence of O’s and l’s). In H and A4 systems arithmetical operations on 
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the numbers (as combinators) also are defined giving answers in binary form, 
this has the major advantage, from the point of view of computation, that the 
time required for such operations is of order log n, rather than n, as it is for 
other forms of arithmetic based on the combinators. This may make the Hand 
A4 systems useful for future reduction machines. 
The computer program used in Part III of [2] also avoids the problems raised 
above. It has extra combinators and their reduction rules built in, as well as 
standard lambda calculus rules, with their appropriate restrictions. To have an 
elegant formal system to correspond to this program, built for efficiency of 
reductions, may not be possible. 
STANDARD COMBINATORY LOGIC 
The terms of combinatory logic are defined as follows: 
(i) K and S are terms. 
(ii) If P and Q are terms so is (PQ); 
(Further constants and variables may be included under (i).) 
The only primitive predicate is * (reduction). 
It has the following postulates: 
For arbitrary terms P, Q and R : (,u), (v), 
(@I pap, 
IrK)) 
If P=,Qand Q*R then P=,R, 
KPQ - P, 
(S) SPQR * PR(QR). 
Note that we assume association to the left and leave out outer brackets, so 
that KPQ stands for ((KP)Q), PR(QR) for ((PR)(QR)) etc. 
KPQ and SPQR are called redexes. 
The terms K and S are called the primitive combinators. Other combinators 
can be defined in terms of these as follows: 
I = SKK, 
B = S(KS)K, 
W = SS(KI), 
C = S(BBS)(KK), 
Y = WS(BWB). 
Their reduction rules can be derived from the above. 
(0 IP * P 
(B) BPQR * P(QR) 
W) WPQ =) PQQ 
CC) CPQR * PRQ 
w YP * P(YP). 
If P* Q only when P and Q are identical, P is said to be in normal form. 
(For details on combinatory logic (and lambda calculus) see Curry and Feys [ 11) 
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VAN DER POEL-SCHAAP-VAN DER MEY COMBINATORY LOGIC 
The authors of [2] set up their system using ten “Axioms”, these include for- 
mation rules like the above, with variables included under (i), (r), (K) and (S) 
and the bracket convention. In addition their Axioms 6 and 7 require that the 
leftmost redex that appears in a term must always be reduced first. This has the 
advantage that all reductions are unique, it simplifies computations and avoids 
certain problems with the Church-Rosser Theorem. 
The authors use a slightly different notation ((PQ) for (PQ) and A for S), 
for good programming reasons; we will use the standard notation here. 
The first problem with this changed system is that (IV), (C) and (Y) can no 
longer be proved in general. For example W(KK)S, after four steps reduces to 
KS, but never to KKSS as required by (IV). (IV) in fact holds only if P, Q and 
PQ are in normal form. 
The equivalence relation generated by * is denoted by =, and it is easy to 
prove W(KK)S=KKSS, however it is easy to show that W(WW) W# WWWW. 
These problems can be avoided if we avoid terms without normal form, how- 
ever all uses of Y involve such terms and the property (Y), or something equiva- 
lent, is essential to the authors’ development of arithmetic. Neither (Y) nor 
YP=P(YP) can be proved for the kinds of P for which van der Poe1 et al 
require these properties. 
For reference we list the most general reductions available in [2] correspon- 
ding to (W), (C) and (Y): 
WPQ * PQ(KZPQ) 
CPQR = PR(KKPQR) 
YP * P[KZS(BWB)P{KZ(BP)(KZS(BWB)P)}] 
Axioms 6 and 7 of [2] imply the following restricted version of (p): 
CPU), If RT is in normal form whenever T is in normal form, 
then if Pa Q, RP* RQ. 
Because (p) does not hold generally, substitution for variables may also 
fail. For example, if X is a variable and P= Q, XWWP= XWWQ, but 
WWWPf WWWQ. 
A restricted version of(v) is not so easy to formulate. The following example 
illustrates the problem: 
If P * Q, it is clear that SZ(KP) * SZ(KQ). 
(v) would give SZ(KP)R * SZ(KQ)R, which of course fails. 
Even SZ(KP)R = SZ(KQ)R is true only if R(KPR) and R(KQR) have normal 
form. Much of the work in Parts I and II of [2] relies on the unrestricted appli- 
cation of (v). 
The following property: 
([) If PX* QX, w h ere X is a variable not in P or Q then P * Q, 
can be added to combinatory logic if some extra axioms (such as BSK * B) 
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are added. The version with = for * follows from corresponding equations 
(see HI). 
Van der Poe1 et al give VX : FX = GX as a definition for F= G. This of 
course is circular and needs either to be an axiom scheme or to be derived from 
extra axioms. 
STANDARD LAMBDA CALCULUS 
This has the following formation rules: 
(i) All variables are terms. 
(ii) If P is a term and X is a variable (AX. P) is a term. 
(iii) If P and Q are terms so is (PQ). 
The postulates are (e), (p), (v), (r), 
(a) AX.A(X) * AY. A(Y), if Y is not free in A(X), 
(/3) (AX. A(X)). Q * A(Q), where Q is free for X in A(X), 
(<) If P * Q then AX. P * AX. Q, 
and (q) AX. PX* P, if X is not free in P. 
(<) can be derived from (0 and (II). = is again the equivalence relation 
generated by =). 
This theory can be set up within combinatory logic, if the lambda operator 
is defined recursively by the algorithm: 
(a) LX. P =) KP, if P is a primitive constant or a variable other than X. 
(b) LX.X*Z 
(f) AX. PQ =a S(nX. P)(AX. Q). 
(a) and (p) can then be derived, as can (0 and (q) (and so ([)) if extra com- 
binatory axioms are included. 
THE LAMBDA CALCULUS OF (21 
In [2] van der Poel, Schaap and van der Mey introduce a constant term L 
(for A) with as axioms, corresponding to (a), (b) and (f): 
Axiom II LXX=Z, where X is a variable 
Axiom I2 LXY = KY, with X# Y 
Axiom 13 LX(PQ) = S(LXP)(LXQ). 
It is indicated later on that Axiom 13 should apply for all composite terms. 
Also in the theory as well as in the computer program, these axioms are used 
also with * for =. 
The authors now seem to assume that (p), which they have mentioned 
informally previously, has been established. Any proof would have to go by 
induction on the length of A(X). The inductive step however causes problems. 
Even if (v) is assumed without restrictions we have, 
If A(X) = U’GWNXN 
(LX(AGOQ * S(LX(P(X)))(LX(R(X)))Q 
=) LW’V))Q(LX(W?)Q) 
* P(QWX(R GO Q) 
as P(X) is assumed to satisfy (/I). 
Z?(X) is also assumed to satisfy (/3) but the step to P(Q)@(Q)) also requires 
(p), orthe assumption that P(Q) and P(Q)Z, for Z an indeterminate, do not 
reduce. Several applications in [2] indicate that the authors would not want 
such a restriction, so it seems they require (p). 
Similarly in the proof of 
(rl) LX(FX) * F 
(where it should be assumed that there is no X in F) such a restriction or (p), 
and also (/I), must be used. They effectively have: 
LX(FX)T * S(LXF)(LXX)T 
* LXFT(LXXT) 
=$ F(LXXT) 
a FT, 
from where (q) follows by extensionality. 
If the versions of (/3) and (q) with = had to be proved; instead of (p), only 
the restriction that P(Q), P(Q)Z or F and FZ had normal forms would suffice. 
The * (or =) form of (p) is also needed to prove the * (or =) form of (0. 
In Section 10 of [2], although not elsewhere, the authors make use of the fact 
that LX is formed as a combination of terms L and X rather than as an 
operator. If we do the same and use an unrestricted (v) as they do, ‘Axioms 11 
to 13, applied leftmost first give us for arbitrary T: 
LY(LXY)XT = LXXT = T. 
However the authors claim, presumably by applying (0 or ( ,u) and then (q) 
to Axiom 12: 
LY(LXY) = K. 
Then by (0) LY(LXY)XT = KXT = X, 
and so for arbitrary T, T=X. 
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